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Reviving Valley Gardens’ 
historic role
Valley Gardens is an official Conservation Area with  
many listed buildings dating back to the mid 1700s.

The valley’s historic role as a busy common has long-since 
disappeared. A space where once fishermen dried nets, 
gentlemen played cricket or the fashionable paraded, today is a 
largely uninhabited island in a sea of traffic.
 
An overwhelming majority find it an unpleasant place to be and 
a difficult place to travel through. Surveying in 2013 showed 83 
per cent of people would spend more time in the gardens if the 
facilities and environment were improved. 
 
The council aims to restore Valley Gardens as one of Brighton & 
Hove’s largest, most prized outdoor assets, central to the city  
and central to its life... 

Further information and updates see  
www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/valleygardens
 

See our video on

Search Brighton  
Valley Gardens

The project 
would provide an 
improved setting 
for the areas 
many historic 
listed buildings.
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A new park for 
central Brighton
The area where you are standing is known as 
Valley Gardens. Made up of a string of green 
spaces encircled by busy roads, it stretches 
from St Peter’s Church in the north to The Royal 
Pavilion in the south. 

The Valley Gardens Project aims to radically improve 
the environment here and revive its historic function 
as an important public space. The aim is to create a 
new park for the city centre, an attractive place for 
informal enjoyment and occasional events.

Key to this is limiting the impact of traffic, 
improving the green space and better linking  
it to the city centre.

So the main changes are
•  Putting both north-bound and south-bound general traffic 

on-to a two-way road on the eastern side of the gardens. 

•  Putting buses and taxis into a special public transport corridor on 
the west side of the gardens. This will be a quieter road, forming 
less of a barrier between the park and the city centre. The west side 
would also have access for local traffic to the North Laine part of 
the city centre.

•  Improving the gardens with more trees, better soil  
and grass quality and introducing a mix of grasses  
and wildflower species.

“The Valley Gardens project is a great 
opportunity to create a new park and 
increase the numbers of people travelling 
by sustainable means. It has also been 
shown in this city and elsewhere that 
improving the public realm encourages 
business investment, creates jobs and 
enhances the cultural scene”

Gavin Stewart 
Executive Director at Brighton & Hove Economic 
Partnership CEO at Brighton Business Improvement 
District (BID)
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New public 
squares

New trees 
planted 

thoughout 
schemeBetter 

pedestrian and 
cycle routes 
throughout

Buses, taxis and 
vehicles for North 
Laine on west side

Improved grassed 
areas, planting 
and landscaping

General two-way 
traffic on east side

Simplifying tra�c flows,  
better access for clean travel
As well as changing traffic flows, there will be 
better access for clean forms of transport – walking 
and cycling. New cycle lanes, footpaths and 
crossings will be created, better linking the places 
people want to go. 

A priority remains to keep traffic moving. Roads  
will be resurfaced and ‘smart’ traffic signals installed  
which can detect and respond to queuing.

Current complex road layouts and junctions would  
be greatly simplified, improving road safety. Vehicles  
would face less lane-changing, while pedestrians will  
find traffic approaching from directions they would  
normally expect, unlike the current system.

There would be a series of hard- and  
soft-landscaped areas across three gardens.
 

A diversity of trees, shrubs  
and grasses would be planted and 
landscaping improved.

Around 150 trees 
would be planted, 
including disease 
resistant elms, aimed at 
enhancing the National 
Elm Collection, held in 
Brighton and Hove.

N
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A new public square 
and more green space
The most striking change would be removal of the road 
separating St Peter’s Church from Victoria Gardens north. 
Instead, there will be a new public square in front of  
St Peter’s providing a fitting setting for the church.   
Further south, opposite the Richmond pub, will be a  
second public plaza, Richmond Square, a new space 
for temporary events at an important and busy pedestrian 
crossing point. 
 
A new diverse range of trees would be introduced to future-proof the area 
against risks of Dutch elm disease and ash die-back.
 
Open spaces would be mostly lawned, suitable for informal activity or 
events. Steps will be taken to prevent waterlogging, with a meadow or 
water garden planted to increase biodiversity.
 
The scheme involves a net transfer of highways to parks space of 3000 
more sq metres, roughly the size of 10 tennis courts.

The multimillion pound scheme is mainly funded by government money 
which has been awarded to Brighton & Hove City Council specifically for 
Valley Gardens.

 
Meadow and perennial 
garden areas will be planted 
to increase the range of 
plants, bees, and other insects

The new square in front of St Peter’s Church


